
Light Bar Cover Install instructions 

 

Thank you for your purchase of your new Light Bar Cover! The following are the instructions to 
apply with the best results and longevity of the product. 

 

Included  

Your new light bar cover 

Magnets for your light bar (additional magnets included) 

Adhesive to apply to light bar 

 

Pre installation 

For best result have your light bar laying flat on a clean surface. 

Before applying adhesive make sure that the light bar is free from any debris, dirt or dust. 

The adhesive is a skin and eye irritant, please be in a well ventilated area before applying. 

Take off the Light bar cover  tape that has the holes in place and apply that tape to your light 
bar and use as a magnet placement template to make sure that magnets are being placed in 
correct location. (Image A)  

 

(Image A) 

 

 



Installation 

Your cover has magnets on the light bar cover and there are magnets included in the vile. Apply 
the magnets that are in the vile to the to your light bar making sure that the polarity is correct. 
All you have to do is place a very little (puddle) adhesive on the magnet to get it to adhere.  
PLEASE be patient with the drying of the adhesive! If you do not put enough or rush the drying 
process of the adhesive to the magnet you will not have a strong bond and will soon see 
magnets sticking to the light bar or the lens cover.   

 

In place of the included adhesive you can use liquid plastic that uses UV light to harden the 
material. These can be found at Bed Bath and Beyond or at select Target locations. Please check 
for availability at your local retail location.   

 

Typical wait time to place the magnet on the adhesive is is 45 to an hour out of direct sunlight. 
Leave on longer for the best results. Slowly remove the adhesive template off your light bar as 
you go or once all the magnets are securely in place.  This is how it should look when the 
magnets are on the LED light bar. (Image B) 

 

(Image B) 

 

 

After the magnets have been properly placed on the LED light bar you can take off the 
protective cover on the light bar cover before use. (Image C) 
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 For longevity, periodically check your  cover for dirt and debris on the light bar cover magnets. 
Please feel free to reach out to us with any questions. If you could also please leave any feedback good 
or bad on the website (www.lightbarcoversunlimited.com) and of you wouldn't mind please send a 
picture of your new light bar cover for our instagram #lightbarcoversunlimited .  

 Thank you again for your purchase, 

 

Light bar covers unlimited management 

 

 

 

 


